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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
This report presents findings of a research conducted by the African Centre for Migration & Society (ACMS)
in Isipingo in April 2016 and March 2017. This initiative was undertaken as part of research conducted in
parallel across 15 South African communities documenting and explaining the status of social cohesion
across the country. More specifically, it endeavours to identify the causes of group-based conflicts,
communal violence, and patterns of violent exclusion. Through these efforts, the research should
contribute to developing more effective intervention programmes by external stakeholders working with
community members to promote social cohesion and peaceful cohabitation.
The findings presented here are informed by qualitative individual interviews and focus group discussions
with residents and relevant key informants conducted between 18 and 22 April 2016 and between 10 and
14 March 2017. A team of four ACMS researchers spent 10 days in the area and conducted a total of 44
individual interviews and 3 focus groups discussions with relevant stakeholders. Participants included South
Africans and foreign residents as well as key informants including representatives of the local authority,
community leaders, faith-based, and community based organisations. Secondary literature provides
additional background and insight. Recognising that perceptions drive social interactions and mobilization
as much as facts, 1 our approach documents and where possible distinguishes between the two.
1.2 Primary Findings and Conclusions
Isipingo hosts a highly heterogeneous population with great ethnic, national, religious and linguistic
diversity. It is an area with significant socio-economic opportunities but also challenges. The following is a
quick summary of the research findings regarding obstacles to inclusivity and symptoms of frail social
cohesion in the area.
1. Negative perceptions and attitudes towards outsiders: Local residents generally hold strong
negative perceptions and attitudes towards outsiders, particularly foreign nationals living in the
area. They perceive foreigners’ presence as a threat to their (locals’) lives and livelihood. These
perceptions strain social relations and are therefore not only an obstacle to social cohesion but also
one of the main drivers of outsider violent exclusion the area has repeatedly experienced in the
recent past.
2. Limited social interactions: While foreign nationals in Isipingo inevitably interact with local
1
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neighbours, they indicated that interactions with the wider community are limited and not
necessarily satisfying because they are riddled with mutual suspicion, misconceptions and distrust.
3. Lack of trust in local authorities and community leadership: There is a general lack of community
trust in local authorities and community leadership structures including ward councillors and the
police. As noted below, this lack of trust is a significant obstacle to social cohesion.
4. Lack of peaceful conflict resolution mechanisms: The general lack of trust mentioned above results
in –and is in turn reinforced by- residents’ pervasive belief that the local authority and community
leadership structures do not have the capacity to effectively resolve individual and/or group
conflicts in the area. This has often resulted in mob justice and violent protests as alternative
conflict resolution mechanisms. Mob justice is regularly used against outsiders who are often
associated with criminality. The lack of formal, non-violent conflict resolution mechanisms is a
serious obstacle to fostering social cohesion and the mediation of the social tensions inherent to
human societies.
5. Group conflicts and violence: The area has an extended history of group-based conflict and
violence. These are notably characterised by political violence, ethnic tensions, and xenophobic
violence targeting foreign nationals. Many residents predict that these inter- and intra-party
conflicts and killings will continue as political party competition intensifies.
6. Xenophobic violence: Collective or communal violence against ‘outsiders’ is probably the most
visible and brutal symptom of the lack of social cohesion in Isipingo. This type of violence is not only
an indicator of social fault lines but also an additional threat or obstacle to social cohesion as it
causes irreparable, or at least long lasting, social damage in terms of undermining any chances of
future peaceful cohabitation and interactions between locals and outsiders.
The issues described above are simultaneously threats to social cohesion and symptoms of its frailty. They
are mutually reinforcing and feed off each other in symbiotic ways that make the task of addressing them
all the more difficult. Effective interventions must consider and tackle this full suite of factors.
The remainder of the report proceeds through three main sections. The first offers background information
in terms of socio-economic data on the research site. The second details findings. The final summarises
core findings and implications.
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2. BACKGROUND
Isipingo is a town situated about 20 km south of Durban and is part of eThekwini municipality (which
includes Durban) in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. It is located near the Chief Albert Luthuli (M4) highway
and is surrounded by a number of factories that offer employment to the people of the area. Prospecton,
the adjacent industrial area, is home to South Africa’s largest automobile assembly plant, Toyota. The town
is at the mouth of the Isipingo River and forms part of eThekwini Municipal area. The town includes the
neighbourhoods of Isipingo Rail, Lotus Park, Isipingo Hills, Orient Hills, Malukazi, and Isipingo Beach (See
Image 1 below). 2
Image 1: Map of Isipingo and Surrounding Areas

The assigned research site falls within 9 wards: 76, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 93, 94 9 wards: 76, 85, 86, 87, 88,
89, 90, 93 and 94. The research however focused on i) Isipingo Town or business centre (Wards 89 and 90)
which was the scene of the 2015 xenophobic violence and ii) surrounding townships, informal settlements
and hostel areas where Isipingo town business operators live and where many of perpetrators of the
violence came from. Table I (below) describes the demographic and socio-economic characteristics of
wards covered. Background information was drawn from the 2011 South Africa Census and the
Independent Electoral Commission (IEC).
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Table I: Socioeconomic Characteristics of Wards 76, 89 and 90; eThekwini Municipality
Variables

Characteristics

Sociodemographic
Total population
Number of households
Head of HH
Age
Gender
Linguistic diversity

Ethnic diversity

Migration

77,444
22, 850
34% headed by women;
66% by men.
43% aged between 10 -29 years;
25% under the age of 18.
46% female;
54% male.
62% mostly speak IsiZulu at home;
25% mostly speak English;
7% mostly speak IsiXhosa.
75% of the population are Black African;
23% are Indian or Asian;
The remaining 2% identify as White, Coloured, or Other.
96% born in South Africa (SA);
87% born in KwaZulu-Natal;
Almost 1% born outside SA.

Voter turnout

Of the 46,789 registered voters, 75% voted in the 2014 national elections.

Voting patterns

43% voted for the African National Congress (ANC);
12% voted for the Democratic Alliance (DA);
9% voted for the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP).

Socioeconomic
Employment
Income levels

41% of the population over the age of 15 are unemployed or not
economically active.
26% report an annual household income of R0;
15% have an income between R 10 000-20 000;
17% of households have incomes between R20 000–40 000.

Poverty Rate
Education levels

40% of households have an annual income of below R 9,600.
Around 73% completed Grade 9 or higher

Household Types

37% of households are shacks/informal dwellings;
40% are houses.

Service Provision
Water
Electricity

Flush Toilet
Refuse Disposal

89% receive water from a regional/local service provider.
11% of households have electricity for some cooking, heating or lighting;
61% of households have electricity for all three;
28% have no electricity.
65% of the population have access to a flush toilet either with a septic tank
or connected to sewerage system.
88% of the population have access to regular refuse removal by a local
authority or private company.
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3. FINDINGS
3.1 Nature of Community and Social Interactions
Confirming census data, respondents indicated Isipingo hosts a highly heterogeneous population with great
ethnic, national, religious and linguistic diversity. Residents consider Zulus to be the majority, followed by
Xhosas and Indians. International migrants (considered outsiders) come from different countries including
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Nigeria, Zambia, Burundi, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Tanzania,
Kenya, Malawi, Somalia, Pakistan, China, and elsewhere. Isipingo Town is mainly a business place with most
people returning to their residential areas in the evening (e.g., Umlazi, Folweni, Kwamakuta, Mgababa).
Zulu, Xhosa, Sotho, English are the dominant languages. English is the main language for business
transactions particularly with foreign nationals. Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, and Shembe are the most
prominent religions. When asked about the population’s composition, a local resident confirmed the high
levels of population diversity and mobility in the area:
People are coming from everywhere; some from Umkomaas, KwaZulu, Port Shepstone,
Pietermaritzburg. There are also people who are coming from outside the Province such as EasternCape and Mpumalanga; we are also joined by many from central Africa owning tuck shops in the
area. The foreigners come and go in the area since some are not staying around but they own
businesses and come during the day and close at night. And also the Xhosas are mobile they don’t
stay much longer. 3
Another respondent similarly noted:
The Zulus are the main ethnic group but there are Xhosas as well. The blacks and Indians are the
main racial groups in this area. Foreigners are also increasing. ... People come from different places
and some outside KwaZulu-Natal Province. This area has many people; some are working during
the day and travel to their places afternoon and outside Isipingo. 4
Respondents indicated that the main sites of social interactions include family, churches and religious
activities; sports, political rallies and public meetings, workplaces; stokvels, wedding, funerals, and taverns.
One resident for example stated when asked about the nature of local social interactions:
People usually socialise at public meetings; politically rallies especially as we are approaching local
government elections political parties are mobilizing people to appeal to be elected; some
Christians usually invite community for church crusades and sport games and many other events
including ceremonies and funerals. 5
Individual respondents shared their different ways and spaces of socialisation ranging from workspace,
taverns and church. One of them for example stated: “I spend most of my time here at Isipingo taxi rank
Interview with A South African respondent; Isipingo , 20 April 2016
Interview with a Nigerian national; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
5 Interview with a female South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
3
4
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waiting for people who will come for my service, however over weekends I often go to Glebelands tavern
just to stimulate myself and socialize with my fellow friends.” 6 Workplaces are where other respondents
socialise: “My brother, you know, I work for Indians I work almost every day only get leave twice a month,
so I spend most of my time at work with my colleagues, that is where I socialise.” 7 For another, the main
space for social interactions is church: “I’m a member of Apostle church and I interact with ladies and
participate in ladies meeting during weekdays and Sunday service.” 8 Understanding these spaces and the
localised nature of social interactions may be useful for interventions aiming to improve relations between
groups.
3.2 Profile of Outsiders
While some South African groups from outside of the KwaZulu Natal province are sometimes included,
‘outsiders’ in Isipingo generally refer to foreign nationals coming from many countries including Zimbabwe,
Pakistan, Ethiopia, DRC, Malawi, Burundi, China, Mozambique, Uganda, Nigeria, Ghana, Cameroon and
Kenya. Their lengths of stay in the area vary: some are new arrivals, others have been in Isipingo for 15
years, and others were born there or somewhere else in South Africa. When asked who outsiders in the
community were, one local responded: “… I can refer to anyone who joins us especially coming from
outside the KZN province; that is how I can locate outsider groups, especially with tribal issues with
AmaZulu and AmaXhosa from Eastern-Cape. But these days, foreigners are classified as outsiders.” 9
Another local resident concurred: “We are all outsiders because we are not originally born from here, but
usually we refer to foreigners as outsider groups.” 10
3.2.1 Social and institutional interactions
According to both local and foreign respondents, foreign nationals in Isipingo regularly interact with local
neighbours in different contexts and for different reasons particularly through business transactions and
intermarriages. They also indicated that interactions with the wider community are limited and even those
with local neighbours are not necessarily satisfying because they are riddled with mutual suspicion and
distrust. In the words of one resident:
We get along and we help each other but it depends on what help but we are able to assist them,
because they are helpful in creating jobs for our local people. But in some cases most of local
people still build walls between them and outsiders. I mean they don’t help them even if they are
just asking for something as simple as just directions…... I told you that we work together here at

Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
8 Interview with a female South African respondent; Isipingo, 21 April 2016
9 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
10 Interview with a female South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
6
7
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Isipingo and some of us are even employed by foreigners, however we can’t conclude that we live
together harmoniously; as you know we sometimes fight with them on different issues. 11
Another local respondent described the local-foreigner interactions as ‘tolerance’ rather than genuine
social relations. He stated: “I told you earlier that chances of attacks against foreigners happening again is
high; I’m saying this because we are not that close with them rather we tolerate each other. But during any
fight you can tell by the strong language used and names calling…” 12 Local authorities similarly
acknowledged that locals and foreign nationals in the area are not necessarily socially close. “Foreigners
are mostly found among their own nationalities due to differences in cultural practices and language”,
stated a member of the local SAPS. 13
Foreign respondents were also aware of the suspicion surrounding their interactions with locals. Many
keep quiet and tolerate abuse so they can continue sharing the space.
We are seen as people who are here with wrong intentions of causing troubles such as stealing jobs
and sell drugs to local people. Local people do not stop calling us names; we experience insult every
time when there is a misunderstanding. However we just smile and keep quiet and die inside; we
are avoiding any argument so that we can continue sharing space with local people. 14
Another foreign respondent indicated foreigners generally do not trust locals particularly due to recent
xenophobic attacks. In his words: “No, there is always a tension; we just pretend with each other. We don’t
trust them since several attacks have happened and we are not sure as to when they will attack us again.” 15
While some are genuine relationships, local and foreign respondents also indicated that most
intermarriages between locals and foreign nationals are business transactions intended for foreigners to
get papers allowing them to stay in the country legally. One local resident for example responded when
asked about marriages between locals and outsiders: “Yes there are many locals marrying foreigners for
different reasons; for locals to get rich easily and foreigners obtain the status of legality. But some are
simple relationships.” 16 Another local concurred: “Yes, our sisters are marrying foreigners, and that is why
many of them have documents now.” 17 Foreign respondents confirmed that marriages of convenience are
indeed common in Isipingo. One stated: “Yes, many of us are married to South African citizens; it faster
with documentation for citizenship.” 18

Interview with a South African respondent; Diepsloot, 19 April 2016
Interview with a female South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
13 Interview with a local SAPS officer; Isipingo, 10 March 2017
14 Interview with a female Zimbabwean national; Isipingo, 21 April 2016
15 Interview with a Nigerian national, Isipingo, 19 April 2016
16 Interview with a female South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
17 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
18 Interview with a Nigerian national; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
11
12
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Regarding interactions with private and public institutions, foreign respondents indicated that while facing
challenges, they are nonetheless able to access essential services such as health care. One foreign
respondent stated:
We don’t have access to jobs except that we have to use our muscles to make a living; only those
who have qualifications and are legal manage to secure steady jobs. However we are able to rent
accommodation; I’m also renting here and many of our brothers are also renting shops as well. I
don’t think with language barriers our children can feel comfortable in public schools, rather we
send them to racial mixed schools. Luckily we are able to attend hospitals and clinics when we
require medical attention. 19
3.2.2 Foreign nationals’ main livelihood activities
Isipingo residents indicated that most of the area’s foreign nationals are self-employed. Most of these are
in informal businesses (spaza shops, street vending, shoe repairers, hair salons, electronic shops, internet
cafes, etc.) while others survive off casual labour and piece work (as security guards, shop workers, builders
and domestic workers, etc.). When asked what outsiders do, one local responded that, “They often own
formal and informal businesses, spaza shops, saloons; build houses and do various jobs to earn a living.” 20
Another similarly noted: “They own and rent almost all the shops including spaza shops at each and every
corner in the township.” 21
According to respondents, foreigners’ entrepreneurial drive, their courage to take risks and their
willingness to take on hard but low paying jobs, distinguish them from locals with regard to livelihood
activities in Isipingo.

When asked if the livelihoods of two groups are different, one local replied: “That is

pretty obvious; they are able to pay high rent which we struggle with as locals and those who are building
houses have skills and talent and take low prices as opposed to us. They are able to grow quickly in business
and remain in business despite challenges.” 22 Another agreed: “There is a huge different; the foreigners are
able to start from nothing and be patient despite failures and they support each other.” 23 One noted that
the courage to take risks makes all the difference: “What I think made their livelihoods differ from locals it
is because these people are not afraid to take risks no-matter what circumstances.” 24
Some locals admired foreigners’ attitudes and what they perceived as a successful approach to livelihoods:
They are completely different; we as locals fail to be creative compared to them, we can’t even
take initiative and start spaza shop; all we do is waiting for our government to deliver. I respect
foreigners especially those people are brave if after last year’s attacks they managed to start from
nowhere and today their businesses are back to normal. It was very funny that after they were
Interview with a female Zimbabwean national; Isipingo, 21 April 2017
Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
21 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
22 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
23 Interview with a female South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
24 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
19
20
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chased no one was able to occupy their space. I think they are very good in terms of forming
partnerships and help each other, which is lacking amongst us locals; we are not united at all. 25
Unsurprisingly, not all local residents are pleased with foreigners’ perceived success. It is indeed one of the
reasons behind locals’ negative perceptions and strong resentment towards foreigners as discussed below.
3.2.3 Community perceptions about outsiders
Isipingo residents generally perceive foreigners as threats to locals’ lives and livelihoods. As elsewhere in
the country, many blame foreigners for the socio-economic ills they face. These include unemployment,
high crime levels, corruption, and over-burdening public services. Residents specifically complained that
foreigners i) contribute to already high unemployment rate because they steal jobs by offering cheap
labour; ii) sell drugs which kill the young (given parents’ complaints over high school dropout rates and drug
use, this is a serious concern); iii) steal women by using their money; iv) invade/flood the space and loot
public benefits intended for South Africans (e.g. getting RDP housed through corruption) without paying
taxes. The following local respondents confirmed these widespread perceptions:
We see them as people who are here in our space to take opportunities especially jobs and many
other things such as drugs that our children are taking and leave schools because of that. In terms
of job I’m referring to those who are allowing to earn peanuts while we as locals refused and that
affect locals, because the foreigners don’t attend meetings, furthermore they are desperate for
anything . . . ...We are angry because government is allowing other people in our boarders while we
are suffering as locals jobs that were promised to us and service delivery is still a critical issue. We
are living in poverty, unemployment and inequality; maybe our government should start focusing
on addressing the above mentioned issues before embarking on addressing issues of xenophobia. 26
[...] these people are too much now it is like we wake up on them; every day and they are
swallowing every space that is available. The foreigners are taking our opportunities I’m renting
these containers because buildings are expensive for us while foreigners agree to pay any amount.
With different drugs we are suspecting them because in our days we were not exposed to so many
drugs and who is bring them in our Country, all those we are simply associating it with foreigners.
[…] Many people are frustrated and desperate for jobs and opportunities to change their lives,
many of us are government pensioners, depend on government grants; so we see them as the
destruction; our government is failing us as there are people coming in large numbers to
compromise the less we have access to. 27
Generally foreigners in South African are always blamed for all the wrong things such as distributing
drugs and sell them to whoonga boys. Those young people drop out of schools and take those
different drugs and when they struggle to have money they end up committing all sorts of crime.
They are also blamed stealing women and jobs….even local builders are complaining that local
people prefer to hire foreigners because they are affordable and have skills and talent. 28

Interview with a female South African respondent; Isipingo, 21 April 2016
Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
27 Interview with a female South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
28 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
25
26
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They are perceived to be criminals who are selling whoonga to our children and people who are
here to steal our jobs. People blame foreigners because of the high number of unemployment and
the limited resources that all of us are fighting over. 29
...…people, they want jobs but these people [foreigners] are blocking them. They are not even
paying tax. Because the economy you were asking about sister previously would be better if
proper people were placed in employment but now there are people [foreigners] in those jobs who
do not pay tax; am not sure if that is making sense. There are people who do not contribute to the
government; the government does not benefit from them because they go with the money, so the
South African economy goes down ... they work here and send money back home without paying
tax … and that lowers the economy. 30
These perceptions are well known among foreign residents. One reflected: “We are seen as criminals who
deliver drugs, people who are here to steal jobs and even increasing pressures on resources . . . ... Different
struggles such as new drugs that are introduced in the communities and we are blamed for it.” 31 While
most foreign respondents indicated that foreigners should not all be painted with the same brush and that
most perceptions are informed by myth and not reality, some noted that some accusations are not entirely
unfounded. One of the foreign respondents stated:
I cannot hide and can’t deny, this is a question of truth, and the truth shall be spoken. First, we as
foreigners we have many ongoing issues, some of us are involved in criminal activities, such as
buying stolen goods, selling drugs. Not that all foreigners are not doing these things, some are
doing them and others are not. Also it is our way of living, our lifestyle is not good at all, so
xenophobia comes from jealousy, yes, so by doing what we do, they feel jealous and they start
blaming us and sometimes attacking us. In terms of drugs, South Africans are the first ones, Indians,
and Whites are the great drug dealers in this country. So the drug business, is the business which
will never end worldwide, never, no one can stop the drug business, so it’s a very problematic and
serious social fact. 32
Another foreign respondent echoed similar sentiments adding that people should report crime to the
police and not take the law into their own hands:
My view is that sometimes they are saying some realities, but the challenge is that they are
generalizing it and some accusations they are putting to the foreigners should be directed to the
police. I will say why, because if they say foreigners are selling drugs, I think it is the job of the
police to arrest foreigners; individuals should not come and beat foreigners and say all foreigners
are selling drugs …. Assumptions, people think we are taking their women, we are taking their jobs,
which are not true, very few foreigners are employed in this country, and most of foreigners are
self-employed; they say we are taking their RDP houses; how will a foreigner access RDP house?
While they supposed to attack their councilors who are selling their RDP houses to the foreigners,

Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 21 April 2016
Focus group discussion; Isipingo, 21 April 2016
31 Interview with a Nigerian national; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
32 Interview with a Tanzanian national; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
29
30
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so the assumption, is among the challenges and I think we need some kind of intervention and also
the outreach programme from the government. 33
Whether informed by myth or reality, these perceptions strain social relations. They are therefore not only
an obstacle to building cohesion, but a symptom of poor cohesion among the community. They are also
critical to those mobilizing violent, anti-outsider exclusion.
3.3 Livelihoods and Socio-Economic Conditions
Respondents indicate that Isipingo residents’ main livelihood activities include formal employment in local
factories, formal and informal trade, and casual labour. In one’s words, “Most people are working in
factories around Isipingo; others work in shops doing different things. But many people in the area are also
involved in the informal economy meaning they operate spaza shops selling fried chips, vetkoek, chicken
livers and other township fast food.” 34 Another similarly noted: “Everyone is busy in this area, either
involved in the informal trading owning a tuck shop selling various things or working somewhere… and
Isipingo is where opportunities lie, there are factories; people are employed there and earning a living.” 35
Another respondent confirmed the prevalence of both formal and informal employment as livelihood
activities in the area: “Many people are working both formal and informal jobs; here in town running spaza
shops, saloons while some are employed by foreigners and others are domestic workers, cleaners, taxi
drivers and some are selling goods on the street.” 36
Residents indicated that the area, particularly the townships and informal settlements surrounding Isipingo
Town, is beset with socio-economic challenges. These include high unemployment rates especially among
the youth, crime, poverty and poor service delivery. Respondents regarded unemployment as the main
challenge that leads to other socio-economic ills such as poverty, crime, and ‘social decay.’ One stated:
“The level of unemployment is very high in the area especially young people; they are always wondering
around searching for jobs. That is because no one is paying attention especially to the young people and
that is why they are turning on drugs and many other social ills that hinder their success.” 37 Another
echoed similar sentiments:
The unemployment is striking the area very hard; many people do not have access to formal jobs
only informal jobs… if only our government could create those 30 million jobs we were promised
during the state of the nation addressed. Isipingo town is the busiest town and the number of
people coming in and out is drastically increasing daily; so unemployment is a number one problem
followed by inequality and poverty, which result is social illness especially amongst youths. 38

33

Interview with a Congolese national; Isipingo, 18 April 2016

Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 22 April 2016
35 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
36 Interview with a female South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
37 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
38 Interview with a female South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
34
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Respondents indicated that unemployment is caused or at least exacerbated by the regular influx of people
into the area as this local respondent stated:
The main problem faced by many people in the community is unemployment; local people are
really struggling and they are desperate for whatever opportunities come along… ...The number of
people entering the area and putting up shacks is increasing daily. The area is now highly populated
by informal dwellers and all these people are in need of a job. So I will say without fear that the
number of people joining the area leads to unemployment; those are main challenges without
touching on crime. 39
Crime is another problem that threatens residents’ lives and livelihoods in the area. Petty theft by
‘whoonga’ boys, break-ins, hijackings, robberies, and other criminal activities regularly occur. “The problem
of crime is very serious we hardly concentrate towards work because we are worried that someone is
breaking in and stealing your stuff. Whether we report to the police it serves no purpose at all, there won’t
be any arrest that is why we don’t bother on reporting the matter to them.” 40 Another respondent noted
that crime was increasing and getting out of control: “The main problem in this community first is the issue
of crime that is increasing dramatically and that can be blamed on unemployment, because people are out
here trying to make a living out of nothing.” 41
Respondents also reported residents being particularly worried about violent crime and killings that occur
regularly near the Glebeland hostel. One local resident for example expressed concerns and fears shared by
many.
The Glebeland hostel is the second violent hostel in KwaZulu-Natal and KwaMashu is leading; there
is always shootings and killing of people almost every week. So the problems faced by the
community members, people are living in fear around Glebeland and the police are not winning in
terms of addressing that, which also jeopardizes the safety of everyone. The only way to survive in
Glebeland, you have to be able to protect yourself and be ready to take down everyone who is
giving you problems. ... We are always scared as to who will be next; that fear of not knowing what
will happen next also contributes [negatively] to our well-being and we are always ready for a
fight. 42
Another respondent also noted that the local police are unable to deal with crime or keep it under control.
In his words: “Another serious problem is crime; even the SAPS are failing to control crime, they complain
about the capacity of the police station.” 43
Poor service delivery surfaced as another pressing problem facing townships and informal settlements. As
elsewhere across the country, residents complained about the lack of adequate housing, water, sanitation
and electricity.
Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
41 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
42 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 22 April 2016
43 Interview with a Nigerian national; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
39
40
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This place has formal and informal houses but the number of shacks is increasing daily. Many local
people are always striking some wanting houses and some complaining about the conditions of the
houses. ...Water and electricity, those are big issues here in Isipingo and we are not warned if they
will be any disturbance. I think the communities don’t get regular service delivery because the town
is very bad sewages and papers, there is no untidy town like Isipingo and is very crowded, you
won’t tell that it is under a Metro Municipality. 44
Another respondent similarly complained:
You have noticed that there are many informal settlements here, the housing condition is a serious
issue and amongst other thing that are listed number one in the service delivery strike. Many
people are living in government RDP houses, these houses are small and extending them is difficult.
... Service delivery is a serious issue; many protests are service delivery motivated, many people in
the informal settlement connect electricity illegally. Water shortage is critical and they [authorities]
hide behind the drought that affecting the province throughout. Lastly sanitation; Isipingo town is
very dirty and embarrassing us sometimes, there are lots of drainage that are also threat to us,
many local people have injuries due to those open drainages. Therefore, we don’t get service
delivery regularly. 45
Community leaders echoed residents’ views and indeed confirmed that, despite efforts by the municipality,
service delivery remained a serious problem in Isipingo. A local committee member indicated that:
The municipality is trying to deliver at least basic services such as water and electricity but we still
have a long way to go; the situation is not good at all. Water and sanitation and electricity are the
most challenges in the area and people are always crucifying us based on those issue including
houses. So, your answer is no; the community members don’t get regular service delivery because
of the uncertainty and unplanned events. 46
That most of the socio-economic hardships discussed in this section are attributed to poor service delivery
puts a strain on the relationship between communities and their leaders, and this has profound
implications for social cohesion as will be discussed in the following sections.
3.4 Community Leadership and Conflict Resolution
3.4.1 Leadership structures and their relationships with communities
Respondents indicated the dominant leadership structure is the country’s ruling party, the African National
Congress (ANC). Party leaders control local government (i.e., ward councillors; ward, block and street
committees). One of the local committee members responded when asked about the existing leadership
structures:
We fall under the EThekwini Metro municipality which also governs ward councillors and ward
committees. We are under the ANC leadership. We have political structures in place; usually each ward
has a ward councillor who is elected democratically; as a result the ward councillor is the highest
Ibid
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leadership structure, who administers and governs the area and issues affecting the community are
directly reported to the ward councilor who also receives help from ward committees. The ward
councilors and ward committees report to the mayoral office and sit on various platforms such as
council meetings, portfolio committee meetings and also facilitate public participation platforms.
Respondents also indicated the presence of other local authority and leadership structures including the
South African Police Service (SAPS), Community Policing Forums (CPF), safety forums, other political parties
including Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP), National Freedom Party (NFP), Democratic Alliance (DA), Economic
Freedom Fighters (EFF), and civic organizations including the South African National Civic Organisation
(SANCO) and Abahlali baseMjondolo. A local respondent indicated with regard to political party presence in
the area: “The existing local government is EThekwini Municipality led by Ward councilors and ward
committees. The leading political structure is ANC, but we also have IFP at Umlazi 17 hostel, NFP and ANC
at Glebeland hostel and little bit of DA at Isipingo Hills suburbs”. 47 Residents further indicated that
Indunas 48 play an important leadership role in hostels. As this hostel dweller reported: “We have a ward
councilor but we also have Induna and I’m also a block leader, which means that I attend to all the issues
around my block. The Induna liaises and takes all matters to the ward councilor”. 49
Regarding the relationship between leadership structures and communities, some respondents expressed
some level of trust indicating that, despite obvious challenges, they find the local leadership structures
helpful. One of these respondents stated:
I do recognize their authority especially the political structures and SAPS, they are helpful in
difficult times, especially when we experience challenges with issues such as shortage electricity
and crime in the area. The police are doing as best as they can to minimize crime; comparing to
other areas the situation is under control because they managed to reduce the whoonga boys.
They try as much as they can to come but they sometimes delay to respond when called … But at
Glebeland hostel there is a serious issue with killing of people, the hostel dwellers are always
attacking each other and the police are doing as best as they can. 50
The majority of respondents however indicated that communities in general, do not trust the local
leadership and authority, particularity the ward councillors and committees, due perceived poor service
delivery, and SAPS due to the perceived inability to control crime. One respondent reflected on ward
councillor and committee’s effectiveness in the following terms:
To be honest these people are forever not available whenever they are needed, so to be honest
with you these organizations I don’t have a clue as to who are they leading. The one I identified
above ward councilors, his job is to draft us letters of residence that is only their roles nowadays.
They don’t want to get involved in matters that really matter for communities; they are very good
at referring to people who can help you rather than listening to your case ...Here at Isipingo things
Interview with a South Africa respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
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are not as organized as in other places, even the municipality is failing to control and mobilise us as
informal traders; they are failing even to notify us if they are going to cut water. So we are not
entirely involved in decision making, as I mentioned earlier that even those public meetings are not
effective in terms of decisions; it is only about always making lists of what is needed and these
things never get done. 51
Respondents indicated that the general community distrust in the SAPS was mainly due to their perceived
inability to control crime in the area. One respondent stated: “Don’t tell me about those people, they are
scared of criminals, but they are always wandering around with no intention of making any arrest. ... No,
the police are failing to control crime; it is a sad reality. The crime is very high here and these whoonga
boys are even attacking old women.” 52 Another local respondent echoed similar sentiments:
The SAPS are the friends with criminals they always take their time during emergency, and when
they are confronted about it they will tell you that they understaffed and the police station is too
small whereas the area that needs their attention is big. ... They don’t have a sense of urgency at
all, I’m forever wondering as to what is it that they are forever patrolling but when we need them
the most we don’t get them. 53
Another respondent similarly indicated ineptitude and lack of capacity of the police:
They always arrive late at the scene that SAPS for you, you can see them wondering around but
when they are seriously needed the most they are nowhere to be found. ... As I told you only SAPS
and I don’t think they are effective because even when they are investigating it takes them forever
to make any arrest, they will always complain about the capacity, the station being small and
limited number of SAPS officials which often compromise them. 54
3.4.2 Conflict resolution mechanisms
The general lack of trust in leadership that characterises Isipingo results in –and is in turn reinforced byresidents’ pervasive belief that the local authority and community leadership structures have no capacity to
effectively resolve individual and/or group conflicts in the area. This helps explain why communities often
prefer using mob justice and violent protests as alternative conflict resolution mechanisms.
3.4.2.1 Mob justice
Long term residents believe mob justice effectively deters people who would commit crime and violence in
the area. Such ‘justice’ generally involves beating and killing criminals and suspected criminals and is seen
as more effective and faster than the police/justice processes. Numerous respondents recounted how
residents in different areas of Isipingo use their preferred method of combatting crime. One local
respondent stated:
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There is no safety forums, no mechanisms in place to resolve the conflict because even politicians
are cowards. ... I have articulated earlier on that we use our ability to deal with crime; we kill them
especially paras, the whoonga boys. We take laws into our hands because police are doing not
enough to protect us; hence we protect ourselves and fight collectively. How effective are these
mechanisms?... They are scared of us and that a sign that our mechanisms are effective. ... I don’t
think the police will reach a point of saying that the crime is under control, but we are surviving; we
just fight back collectively even if we can kill them we just don’t care anymore. We are left with no
choice because the police are not helping us anymore. Just remind me to show you my stick that I
often use. 55
In a similar vein, another local respondent noted:
There is no mechanism in place to solve conflicts except the SAPS; that is the only conflict
resolution mechanisms in place. But we don’t wait for the police; if someone has seen the criminal
we chase him and kill him; that’s it. We really don’t care; we use our safety machines. Many people
especially us taxi drivers have guns to protect ourselves. Because there is no safety forum the
community relies on us, so if someone is screaming we respond accordingly and we don’t care if we
shoot to kill. ... We are trying but the crime is still stubborn but we will continue to protect
ourselves. ... We definitely use violence because that is the only way to protect us and send a clear
warning message to them, otherwise we will cry and no one will hear us. 56
According to residents, mob justice has effectively dealt with ordinary crime at Glebeland hostel. When
asked about the mechanisms that residents use to resolve conflict, one block leader responded:
There are safety forums in hostel but they are not fully functional, other than that there are no
mechanisms to solve conflict. We don’t have a problem with crime at Glebeland hostel because we
know how to deal with it; I’m saying we are not afraid to take the law into our own hands; we
punish those who steal from us. ... It is working because we don’t have a problem with crime… it is
rather the killing and shooting. {…] Yes, we punish offenders by hitting harsh; we have lost so many
people because they were suspected of being criminals. ... The police are literal failing to stop
killing in our hostel at Glebeland, I think police are cowards and useless. We don’t entertain
nonsense in hostel we just used sticks to deal with anyone who is causing nonsense. So, crime is
not a problem we have it under control, the issue is the killing that needs intervention. We take
care of offenders and we are doing a great job. 57
Like the block leader cited above, other community leaders (e.g., the CPF) also pursue mob justice in some
other areas. As one local indicated:
We are having a problem especially with the whoonga boys; they are stealing almost everything so
that they can have money to buy drugs. But crime is under control because of the safety forum in
the area, they are really helpful in terms of punishing trouble-makers. The forum has the power to
harshly punish trouble makers; beat them to death so that they can learn a lesson. ... I feel more
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protected because I live close to a CPF member; no para [drug addict] has given me problem
because they know exactly what happens to them. 58
The local police and formal community leaders acknowledged that despite their conflict resolution efforts,
mob justice remains a regular practice in the area. A local ward committee member explained:
We as the ward committees and ward councilor are the structures within the community that are
best placed to address all the issues within the community. ... In some cases, situations end badly
because we do lose people; community members sometimes lose it and take matters into their
own hands. Recently two whoonga boys were killed because they were trouble stealing from the
people. ... we are able to fight social-ills within the community but we still have a room for
improvements. ... Yes, the community sometimes uses violence to warn offenders or to teach them
a lesson. 59
Similarly, when asked about mob justice in the area, a local SAPS officer responded:
It happens but not always, you know with these kids that are smoking whoonga, the community
attacks those because it happens that they have already reported and we cannot find that person
so we alarm the community to report to us if they see them, but the community do not do that
instead they batter and sjambok him. By the time we reach there after being called by one of the
community members, he is already harmed and we call the ambulance because we are concerned
with the soul that needs to be taken to hospital and we cannot arrest anyone as we find nobody by
the scene. 60
3.4.2.2 Violent public protests
Community members see violent protests as effective in dealing with conflicts between communities and
local authority particularly over service delivery. As indicated earlier, residents of different areas of Isipingo
often stage public violence to protest against something they are unhappy about or to demand something
from the government. These violent protests often succeed in attracting the much-needed attention from
the relevant authorities. One local respondent stated when asked how residents resolve common
problems: “They do things their own way either they burn the tyres or something as long as that will bring
the officials to the table and attention, or they hit all the cars that are passing by they do not care, it works
for them. Yes, it works for them, the officials end up coming once they do that.” 61 Another respondent
shared similar views: “Community members do not get regular delivery of services such as water, electricity
and sanitation and that’s what influences a lot of violent protests because you can see in our area alot of
protests because the service delivery is not sufficient.” 62
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In addition to real or perceived poor service delivery, communities also often protest against political
decisions. For example, communities have protested over party candidates for leadership positions as this
local respondent stated:
As I’m saying, I don’t know the councillor that is going to be voted because I don’t know him/her
and I never chose him/her. Understand? Have you seen that there are so many protests that have
erupted? People saying that they do not want the candidates that are standing because they have
heard that that person is not the one who is supposed to be; the person who knows us, always with
us, cares about us and always been with us and loves us as the community… Now we see that
person coming out of the blue; there comes the unknown person claiming to be the candidate. We
normally know who the right person is and always have our own person in our minds, who is one of
us and sometimes people are not told from what will be discussed there, you understand? 63
The lack of formal and peaceful conflict resolution mechanisms is a serious obstacle to social cohesion.
Indeed, social cohesion does not necessarily mean a total absence of conflicts between individuals and
groups as social tensions and conflicts are inevitable in human societies. Rather, “a socially cohesive
community is one which is able to deal with and resolve its conflicts in ways that do not result in violence,
chronic tensions, or extreme marginalisation of certain sub-groups.” 64
3.5 History of Group Conflicts and Violence
The area has a long history of group-based conflicts and violence, particularly political violence, ethnic
tensions and xenophobic violence targeting foreign nationals.
3.5.1 Political violence
There is a multi-decade history of political rivalry, violence and politically motivated killings involving mainly
ANC and IFP parties. These struggles over power and monopoly of local leadership and authority continue
and are regularly joined by other local political players such as the (relatively) newly formed National
Freedom Party (NFP). Many respondents indeed reported that political violence has a long history in the
area and has in fact intensified during the period leading up the local government elections in 2016. One
respondent stated:
Isipingo area is an area that is always affected by political conflict especially Glebeland Hostel;
many conflicts in the past took place at Isipingo Glebeland. ... The situation is always tense at
Glebeland; people are killing each other and especially as local government elections approach,
political parties are involved in an ongoing fight, many nominated candidate live in fear and some
have been killed already. 65
Another local resident shared similar views:
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Glebeland Hostel is the most affected by conflict after KwaMashu hostel, usually it is always has to
do with politics, people are killed almost every month at Glebeland hostel and many are still
targeted. ... As I’ve told you at Glebeland the situation is always tense especially as we are
approaching local government elections those who are nominated candidates are the one who are
targeted, everyone is hungry for power as a results they don’t mind killing each other. ... Tension
exist especially between ANC and NFP members, these people are attacking each other and they
are always ensure that they carry weapons whenever they are going. 66
According to respondents, police efforts to stop the killings have not been successful and cannot find even
the dangerous weapons used as they are hidden in the nearby informal settlements. One local respondent
stated:
Another existing tension is between locals at Glebeland hostel; it is very serious that even the SAPS
police are doing as best as they can but people continue to threaten and kill each other. The
nearest informal settlement is a place to hide guns and other dangerous weapons, as a result when
SAPS search the hostel find nothing but on the next day they will hear about another shooting. This
conflict is caused by job hunting; everyone is contesting to get a job in political parties so any
hindrances have to die, but others [killings] it is a grudge that can be linked way back where they
are coming from for instances fight against girlfriend, fight against cattle, fight over a land and over
power. 67
Numerous other sources confirm that political violence has a long, brutal, and well documented history in
the KwaZulu-Natal province where, according to the Institute of Security Studies, about 450 politically
motivated killings can be substantiated over the past 30 years. 68 While there was a sharp drop after 1994,
politically motivated killings again surfaced in 2003, 2009 and increased once more in 2011, 2012 69 and this
year (2016) leading up to the August 3 local government elections. ANC recently reported that 12 of its
councillors and candidates were killed in the last two months in the province. 70 Analysts attribute these
killings to the fact political parties impose candidates on communities and warn that if, “political parties do
not stop imposing candidates, these killings will continue”. 71 Isipingo residents reported that political
candidates for the upcoming elections are now living in fear. This local respondent stated: “The main
challenge faced now in the area is political unrest; nominated candidates for this year’s [2016] local
government elections are living in fear for their lives.” 72
3.5.2 Ethnic Tensions and Violence
Respondents indicated that the area has an extended history of ethnic tensions. These manifest most
acutely between Zulus and Xhosas which sometimes result in ethnic violence triggered by individual
disagreements between members of the two ethnic groups. One respondent noted: “Usually the groups
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that are involved in the violence is between the typical stubborn Zulus and Xhosas …hostel dwellers”. 73 A
hostel block leader confirmed and added that individual disagreements often lead to group violence:
We always experience and witness conflicts in Glebeland hostel in the past and now so nothing
new and nothing has changed. Usually it depends but sometimes the group of people who are
always involved is between the Zulu and Xhosa; some fights are tribalism, whereas some are
between political parties but last year many took part in attacking foreigners at Isipingo and Mega
City Mall. ... Usually conflicts are started over typical arguments like recently three man who were
shot and died their argument started while they were drunk, all of them were fighting over a
girlfriend and it got personal and many people got involved and up until now people between
Nongoma and Port Shepstone are on an ongoing fight. There is an unfinished business between
people from KwaNongoma and Port Shepstone they still want to settle a score, since the three
people who were killed recently are coming from KwaNongoma and there are threats that they
want revenge. 74
The block leader indicated that residents are sometimes forced to participate in the violence for fear of
victimisation. He continued: “… everyone is involved whether you are willing or not, is not open for
discussion. If you are reluctant to take part either you are next to be targeted because they will assume you
are selling them out.” 75
3.5.3 Xenophobic violence
The area has also a well-documented recent history of violent attacks against foreign nationals. The main
waves of such violence occurred in 2008 and 2015. Details are provided in the following section.
3.6 Violence against Outsiders: Profile, Organisation, Logics, Purpose, Responses and Implications
3.6.1 Profile of the violence
Respondents indicated that, while there was violence in 2008, the main episode of violence against foreign
nationals in Isipingo occurred in March 2015. One foreign respondent stated when asked about incidents of
violence against foreigners in the area: “In 2008, we were attacked by local people; local people were
against us the foreigners. Even last year 2015 we were also threatened and attacked and in other areas
some of our brothers and sisters were attacked… in 2008 it was not as bad as last year.” 76
According to respondents, the March 2015 attacks on foreign nationals were organised and carried out
mainly by men from the local Glebeland Hostel together with Paras (drug addicts and street young men)
who are many in Isipingo. Perpetrators targeted all foreign nationals irrespective of their nationality,
gender or age. Violence resulted in several deaths, lots of injuries, shops looted/destroyed/burnt down and
mass displacement. The displaced were accommodated at different government camps/or shelters and
73
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some went back to their home countries. The following foreign respondent and victim of the violence
shared his memories:
To be honest till today I don’t know how it started but the situation was serious and many of our
brothers and sisters were hurt and killed, my shop was destroyed they didn’t burn it down but all
my belongings were stolen or destroyed. ... I know that even old respected mem were also taking
part, yes they were carrying sticks and singing songs. They were chasing anyone especially us at
Isipingo calling us names. Some were hurting us while some were threatening, but in local areas
such as Umlazi some of our Somali brothers were killed. I don’t know how many but I heard that
close to 5 were killed at Umlazi U section. Many of our shops were destroyed and in our saloons
some stuff were stolen. ... The SAPS arrested many people especially those who were violent, some
were middle aged men and young people. Even after the arrests, it took almost two months for us
to return; some of us who were staying at Isipingo we were stranded and had to sleep at police
station and at a refugee camp, while some were taken to Durban central homes of safety. 77
Another gave a more or less similar account of the events:
I don’t know who organized them but we were hearing that foreigners were killed and we’ve seen
their shops on fire. Many foreigners were chased away in the area, I know one who was renting a
place around he was suspected of distributing drugs and was killed and his local girlfriend was left
wounded and permanently paralyzed. Some of the reasons as to why they were chasing foreigners
are not clear as to what is it that they were blaming them for, many incidents and killings were
occurring during the night and we could wake up hearing that there was a foreigner that was
killed. 78
Respondents indicated that perpetrators were Black residents and that all foreign nationals, regardless of
their nationalities, were attacked. One foreign respondent and victim of the violence stated:
Like here, all the ranks here, are responsible people. The taxi drivers, they mixed with those street
kids, with drug dealers, and it seems like those people taking drugs are the ones doing violence, but
they were mixed with responsible, mature people. But only black people were attacking foreigners.
I did not see a single colored or Indians attacking foreigners. Ethiopians were beaten like us;
Chinese also were beaten like us. 79
Isipingo was one among many other areas hit by violent attacks on foreign nationals during March and April
2014. Attacks were happening simultaneously in many areas of the municipality and the province and
resulted in several deaths and injuries; thousands displaced and millions worth of foreign-owned
businesses and property looted and destroyed. 80
3.6.2 Organization and mobilization for violence
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Several respondents indicated the March 2015 violence in Isipingo was organised by Glebeland hostel
dwellers unhappy that locals (some of whom are hostel dwellers) were about to lose jobs to foreigners at a
local Jeena’s Supermarket. One local respondent stated when asked how the violence was organised:
The conflict started by few of our brothers who are working at Jeena’s Supermarket at Isipingo;
they were angry towards Jeena’s shop owner that local people are replaced by foreigners and that
is how the hostel dwellers got involved. Hostel dwellers literally organised themselves singing and
carrying sticks towards Isipingo town and some were throwing harsh words towards the foreigners
making a statement on the Jeena’s supermarket that these people are stealing our jobs. That is
where I heard that in Isipingo town they started attacking foreigners; hitting them and their
belongings, especially those who own shops they were victims. 81
Another local respondent similarly stated that hostel dwellers started the violence and then invited other
groups and residents to join in:
I don’t know exactly how the conflict started but I remember around Shell garage opposite this taxi
rank foreigners were chased away; even our colleagues, taxi drivers joined as well. It was disturbing
because we also saw in newspapers that some of those foreigners were killed as well and while
their shops were looted. ... I heard that the Glebeland hostel dwellers were also taking part and
persuading local people to take part in chasing foreigners away, you know us as taxi drivers are
easily bought because we are not scared of anything or anyone. 82
A local respondent and worker at Jeena’s confirmed the involvement of hostel dwellers and the story. In his
words:
I have told you that I am not happy where I work at Jeena’s because the salary is very low; R150 per
day. Our Indian supervisor, while we were complaining about salaries last year decided to hire two
foreigners and we were so shocked to find out that they didn’t find anything wrong with what we
were paid. Thereafter we decided to continue pushing with a hope that it will rain, but three old
staff were fired and we heard rumours that our supervisor was planning to hire more foreigners
since they saw nothing wrong with what we were getting paid. The issue was serious; those who
stay at Glebeland hostel decided to mobilize their block mates, the next morning it was on Monday
the situation was very serious people were threatening foreigners, the hostel dwellers carrying
sticks and singing struggle songs. Thereafter they started attacking foreigners who were running
spaza shops around Jeena’s supermarket without going inside at Jeena’s. That how the conflict
started as far as I remember, but there were many people involved including taxi drivers and those
living in Glebeland hostel and around Jeena’s supermarket. ... The situation is ok for now because
there are no foreigners working at Jeena’s; those who were working after the attacks did not
bother to come back… 83
3.6.3 Logics, underlying causes and triggers of the violence
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As the discussion below illustrates, the March 2015 violence in Isipingo was not just about preventing
Jeena’s management from firing local workers and replacing them with foreigners (see discussion above).
Rather, the main purpose of the violence was to remove foreigners from the area as a way of addressing
the social ills they are associated with. The attempt to remove foreigners from the area also served as a
show of force to remind foreigners that they do not own the space and resources held within (including
their own belongings as they did not bring anything when they came) as well as a message to government
to secure the country’s borders and have better control of who comes in and to send the illegals back to
their home countries. After all, violence is the only language government understands as this respondent
noted: “If only government can start to act and pay attention; it would prevent this violence and other
things like violent service delivery strikes; those are the methods that we utilize to warn the government
that we are not happy and we require help.” 84 Other respondents indicated local residents use violence
against foreign nationals to attract government’s attention to community grievances. A foreign respondent
stated:
Recently they were saying that at Folweni, they told us that if they want the government to listen
to them, they have to attack foreigners, because if they attack foreigners the government will react
fast. So you can see that we are becoming a target; in order for them to be listened to by the
government they attack foreigners. They told us we are tired of burning tires in the road, we know
now the weak point of the government, if we attack foreigners they will come quick. 85
In response to the question about the causes of violence against foreign nationals in the area, respondents
cited negative attitudes and strong resentments towards foreign nationals due to the social ills they are
associated with (see discussion under perceptions) as the underlying causes. In a context of high levels of
unemployment, poverty and power service delivery, respondents in particular mentioned ‘illegitimate’
competition for scarce resources and opportunities as one of the main reasons. A visibly upset local
resident expressed a view shared by many other respondents:
… It is because of how the foreigners behave. Sometimes they forget that they are here it is not
their place; they are very relaxed, behaving like they are the ones from here and we the locals are
the ones who are visitors. You see even the Indians and the company owners prefer them over the
locals because they tolerate all the hard times that the employers are giving them; that the locals
cannot tolerate. They can work for the low wages even for long hours, they are spoiling the
employers and the employers do not want to hire the locals. Maybe, you see the locals are having
grudges that they come from their countries and get hired easily whereas the locals are not the
employers’ preference, they think we are stupid and lazy. Exactly by tolerating all the shit that the
employers are giving them they are telling the employers that they are better than us and that the
employers must not hire the locals because the locals do not want to work. They must stop
accepting the smalanyana wages. Ya, they suffered because the locals were angry at anyone who is
the foreigner. In fact, I wouldn’t know if this will never happen again but I see the foreigners
flowing to South Africa in numbers, this is not helping the locals instead it is frustrating them.
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Imagine the whole city being owned by the foreigners and the locals do not have the space to
breath. If the government is allowing them to come in like this I do not know what is going to
happen; there will be a war because each time the local have a dispute with the foreigner, the war
will start because the foreigners themselves like to revenge, that is why I say they behave like it is
their country. 86
Other respondents thought that it was the King’s speech that triggered the violence as one of them stated:
I think the King Zwelithini was wrong to mention such statement that no one was born without a
home, but he’s a King and he can say whatever he wants. But that speech was the cause of it all,
people are desperate and always ready to act whenever an opportunity reveals itself. The
foreigners and their children don’t deserve to be attacked rather government should try to check
those who are not documented and send them back home, but if nothing is done people will start
taking law into their own hands. 87
While some respondents and indeed many other commentators cited the King’s speech as the trigger of
the violence, a closer look reveals that it only acted as a precipitant that fell into a fertile ground of existing
tensions and strong resentment towards the target group. Indeed, as indicated earlier, it was not the first
time that foreigners were attacked in the area and prior to the 2015 outbreak of violence, local groups and
residents were threatening to act upon the mass influx of foreigners. They were unhappy about the
‘flooding’ of foreign nationals and the impact this was having on local resources and opportunities
particularly the local job market and businesses. Indeed, respondents indicated that, even before the King’s
speech, local business owners regularly held meetings to discuss and express their dissatisfaction. One local
business owner stated:
[...] there was a big competition; you see the foreigners come here and open shops, like the Somali
people; they build shops and you would find that their prices are better than the others’. Then
meetings were held here to hear the complaints of the community. It was discussed that those who
have shops are complaining that the foreigners have good prices and is killing our
businesses….most of the time our customers cannot buy from us; they buy from them you see. So,
it was concluded that the foreigners should also charge the same prices as the locals or leave. They
are so many and the competition of the livelihoods is high. 88
The King’s speech alone cannot explain the occurrence of violence in some areas of the ‘Kingdom’ and not
in others. This is rather a typical case of instigators and perpetrators of collective violence who usually use
precipitants as a justification for the violent acts they were already considering. 89 As one of the
respondents stated above, Isipingo local players used the speech as an ‘opportunity’ to act. Indeed, the
Special Reference Group (SRG) led by former UN Judge Navi Pillay similarly found that the attacks on
foreign nationals in KwaZulu-Natal last year were aimed at shutting down their businesses and could not
Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
Interview with a female South African respondent; Isipingo, 21 April 2016
88 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 21 April 2016
89 Misago, J.P. (2016). Migration, Governance and Violent Exclusion: Exploring the Determinants of Xenophobic Violence in PostApartheid South Africa. PhD thesis, Wits University.
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link Zulu King Goodwill Zwelithini to the attacks. Judge Navi Pillay stated: “The SRG found that the
immediate cause of the violent attacks was the result of deliberate efforts to drive away competition by
foreign national-owned businesses and the trigger of the outbreak was perceptions of what occurred at
Kwa-Jeena's supermarket in Isipingo.” 90
3.6.4 Reponses to threats and violence
Respondents indicated that during the March 2015 violence, some community members, particularly
landlords probably to protect their property, tried but failed to stop the violence. The police intervened,
tried to stop the violence and arrested many perpetrators as this local respondent stated:
We always rely on SAPS to resolve violence because they have the capacity and can be able to use
their available resources, the 2015 xenophobic attacks; SAPS intervened to calm the situation.
Many people who were behind the attacks were arrested… The SAPS arrested many people
working together with metro police, the Isipingo town was closed because many shops were looted
and shut down. 91
Foreign respondents and victims of the violence however argued that the police responded late after the
incidents and after most of the damage had already been done. One foreign respondent noted:
If there was any assistance or if there was any response on the first day, the outbreaks of violence
were not going to be very high, because even the police, if they were able to control it on day one,
people were not going to go in the camps, they were going to control it and people would have
gone back to their business or their homes… but nothing came up. ...The police, the first people
who came are the police, but after failing to control the situation, they called other stakeholders
for help but they found we had already left the businesses and our homes; we are already at the
police station. 92
Responses from foreign nationals also indicated that the police and law enforcement generally were not
really able to stop the violence and protect the victims and their property on site. They rather helped
evacuating foreign nationals to places of safety, which left foreign-owned businesses and property at the
mercy of the perpetrators. It appears that violence stopped only when all foreigners had left the area and
there were no more businesses to loot and vandalize. One of the foreign respondents confirmed the
evacuation: “The first people to intervene were the police, because the locals here when they see the
police they get fear. So, the police came, and surrounded us and took us to the police station.” 93 In a similar
vein, another foreign respondent stated when asked about the peacemakers during the violence:
At this stage I can be honest with you, I didn’t’ t see the peace makers, the reason why I didn’t see
the peacemakers is that when we left our homes, we went to the police station, we didn’t see any
http://www.sabc.co.za/news/a/7d0c12004c4b464db4bcbf66ac5e10bb/SRG-releases-findings-on-Xenophobic-attacks-in-KZN20160504
91 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
92 Interview with a Congolese national; Isipingo, 18 April 2016
93 Interview with a female Congolese national; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
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intervention, which came to say, we need to make peace and people can go to their home, no one
was there, but the meeting we had at the police station with MECs from different departments was
to inform us we are making plans for you to get a safe place and the question to them was that,
why we can’t go back to our communities? They said no, it is still hot, so the peacemakers, even the
churches, were very quiet, but they started helping us get food more than helping us to get peace
and go back to our businesses. 94
As indicated above, the police arrested many local residents who were involved in the violence.
Respondents did not however have a clear idea about what had happened to the arrested. The victims of
the violence opened cases at the local SAPS but there was no follow up investigation and prosecution. One
of the victims stated when asked what happened to the perpetrators of the 2015 violence:
What happened? Myself I have never seen anything done. We opened cases; myself I got a case
number. Nobody phoned me and asked me about my case. Everybody here opened the case. My
shop was looted, I opened the case and there is some people I know, people I know and I can
identify them but I cannot be able to accuse them because the case number is there waiting for the
investigator officer, to call me and tell me how far is my case. Nothing has been done, in terms of
arrests and prosecution. 95
The idea of setting up dedicated courts to speed up the prosecution of perpetrators does not seem to have
materialized. Indeed, in April 2015, the National Prosecuting Authority stated that it was working with the
police and the judiciary to bring perpetrators of the xenophobic attacks in the country to book by
dedicating special courts and magistrates to some of the affected areas. 96 However, a journalist who
followed the story indicated the government made empty promises in this regard. She wrote:
The South African government vowed swift action against xenophobic attackers: Jeff Radebe,
Minister in the Presidency, announced that the Department of Justice and National Prosecuting
Authority would set up special courts to fast-track prosecutions. But it seems this is not what has
happened. Of the 87 cases brought before the criminal justice system, 83 cases have been
postponed for further investigation. I followed up with foreign nationals who had been injured or
their businesses looted. All said they have yet to receive any follow-up with regards to their cases. I
also visited the Umlazi Magistrates court – one of the courts where these cases are supposed to be
prioritized - as well as the Durban Magistrates Court. No one had any idea what I was talking about,
and there were no special courts allocated. 97
The local SAPS indicated that there could be many obstacles to the realisation of such courts including the
justice subsystem having too many cases to deal with and lack of evidence. A member of the local SAPS
stated:
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The follow-up on cases cannot be guaranteed. The judicial may have too much on the plate and
forced to prioritize certain cases, which ends up in not giving 100% to every case. […] Special
courts? There are many obstacles to realizing them. Firstly, the lack of evidence makes cases weak
and impossible to work with. The complainants are mostly unreliable since they constantly change
their minds about continuing with the cases. Complainants change their minds probably because of
fear of being victimized or any other reason. 98
3.6.5 Return, reintegration and future interactions
After spending several weeks at safety camps, some of the displaced returned to Isipingo, others to
countries of origin, and others to other places in South Africa when camps were closed. The last camp was
closed at the end of June 2015 after the eThekwini municipality stated that the situation had normalised
and the displaced should return to their respective communities. The municipality’s Head of
Communications then stated:
After assessing the conditions and conducting extensive community dialogues through the
Provincial Department of Community Safety and Liaison, the city is pleased that the situation has
normalized which therefore means that the shelter should cease to operate. ... African immigrants
at the shelter have been offered an option of being reintegrated into the communities they once
lived in, while others have requested to be repatriated to their countries of origin. 99
Some returnees indicated they noted efforts by government and other relevant stakeholders to calm the
situation down and facilitate return and reintegration. Officials from different spheres of government held
meetings and anti-xenophobia campaigns to appeal to locals and foreigners live together peacefully. One of
the returnees responded when asked whether she had seen any efforts by the government or other
relevant institutions to reintegrate the displaced:
Yeah, the work I can say is the meetings conducted by the government to bring peace, when we
came back in the communities, there were many police officers all over; they were around to
protect us, sometime they come and ask you if you are feeling well, if you are safe, and the
municipality officers they were also coming most often to check if there is no problem, if we are in
peace, and were asking as to make sure nothing bad is happening again, so they did a good job,
until they stopped when they saw that the situation is now normal. 100
Local residents similarly indicated that other stakeholders played a significant role. One local respondent
stated: “The local church leaders and politicians also played a tremendous role during the xenophobic
attacks, gatherings were called and peace prayers and joint hand March were held to support and share
sentiments with foreigners.” 101
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Some returnees however felt that not enough has been done on the ground, where it matters most. One of
them noted the real integration has not taken place because meetings are held in boardrooms and not in
communities. In his words:
Hey! Okay, they tried their best, but they tried their best to calm the situation by force using the
police and the army … but the real integration nothing has been done even today. Nothing has
been done on the ground and the main problem is that these meetings are taking place in the
boardroom, you go in Blue Waters there are people seating there discussing but someone in a
Muchondolo he doesn’t know what is happing in the boardroom. 102
Indeed, returnees and other foreign nationals living in Isipingo indicated that they currently live in fear that
violence can erupt again any time because ‘issues’ on the ground have not been addressed and no concrete
preventive measures put in place. They reported that the same tensions, negative attitudes and strong
resentment remain and that they would not be surprised if they were attacked again soon. They were
particularly concerned that the upcoming local government elections may trigger another wave of the
violence if some sections of the community do not get the election results they expect. According to
respondents, local residents say that if the elections ‘don’t go well this year’, they will attack foreigners
again. One foreign respondent stated:
Here I do not have any feeling of peace, because I have fear, I have a strong fear, because if you are
eaten by a snake, everywhere you pass you will have fear. I am afraid with what they are telling us
and intimidating us saying that we should be lucky if the elections go well, otherwise we will be
beaten again, so every March of each year, it happens like that, last year again, it was in March, but
now the month of March has passed, nothing happened, but we are still in fear, so there is strong
feelings of fear among foreigners, with what they are telling us, you just feel the fear, you are
scared that something bad can happen anytime. ... If they want right now they can start, if they
decide to start violence now they do it right now and nothing is going to stop them, it’s a surprise,.
They just do surprises to attack foreigners; they really have no specific time, any time they want. ...
we still get intimidations all the time that we will be beaten again, so there is no peace of mind, you
sleep not hoping to wake up in the morning in peace as you know that at any time they can attack
foreigners again… 103
Other foreign respondents shared the same concerns and indicated that if they had a choice, they would
leave the area. One of them responded when asked if there were still tensions between locals and
foreigners in the area:
The local people at Isipingo are still calling us ‘kwerekwere’ and we are in fear of being beaten
again. If only we had opportunities and better lives back home, I’m sure I would have taken my
family back; we don’t deserve to live in fear of what could happen and sometimes we close as soon
as sunset to avoid any danger. The tension is between us and the locals they calling us names, even
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when there is a disagreement we are forced to avoid fight with locals since we are in their country
as they remind us every day. 104
Local residents shared similar views that tensions remained and violence could happen again any time. One
local respondent stated: “In general with last year’s outbreaks of violence between locals and foreigners at
Isipingo, the situation may appear to be calm, but trust me we can still feel and see the tension and we
won’t be surprised if the xenophobic repeat itself.” 105
Respondents, both local and foreign, indicated that repeated xenophobic attacks may have caused
irreparable social damage as they deemed the chances of peaceful cohabitation and interactions between
locals and foreigners slim to none at least in the foreseeable future. One local respondent stated that
foreigners will find it hard to trust locals again:
The situation appears to be not that bad, however things are not the same; the foreigners are
keeping a distance and avoid any conflict with the locals.... Yes, between us as locals and
foreigners, there is still a tension and I don’t think they will be able to trust us again; we’ve let the
down so many times and these people are so nice my brother they always smiling and showing
respect to us. 106
Other local residents even predicted that relations may get worse due the worsening socio-economic
conditions in the area. One of them stated “… when asked if I think about the future, the interactions
between locals and foreigners, in future I think things will get worse. Things will only get worse in future. ...
things have changed hectically, the main issues are the jobs and these people take jobs.” 107 Foreign
respondents similarly indicated it will be impossible to live in peace with locals as of them stated:
Living in peace with these people won’t be possible, it is impossible indeed. It is something that will
never happen, and it will never happen, and that’s what themselves they were telling us, it won’t
be possible in no way. ... Locals and us, you have to bear in mind that we can live together, there is
no refugee that you can ask if he/she is ready to live with locals, they will tell you, how that can be
possible, the person who doesn’t want me, how am I going to live with him? 108
Follow up interviews (in March 2017) established that, despite sporadic threats, there was no post-election
violence targeting foreign nationals in Isipingo. Tensions and negative attitudes however remained, as did
fear among foreign nationals. Respondents also indicated that there are now community-based
organisations (such as ASONET or Africa Solidarity Network, and ASC or Action Support Centre) working to
promote social cohesion through community dialogues and prevent anti-outsider violence. Although
activities of such organisations have been helpful in for example mobilising more police visibility where
there were threats of violence, foreign nationals still live in fear because there are no guarantees that
Interview with a Nigerian national; Isipingo, 19 April 2016
Interview with a female South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
106 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
107 Interview with a South African respondent; Isipingo, 20 April 2016
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police visibility can actually prevent violence. The following exchange between researcher and respondent
explains:
I (Interviewer): Ok, so now when we talked to foreigners last year, some were saying there is no
violence now but we are still living in fear that violence might happen again. But from what you just
told me, because of the activities and visibility of these organizations and the police; there is a
sense of security? What is the general feeling among foreign nationals now?
R (Respondent): Generally speaking, there is still fear among foreign nationals. It still there because
even if there is a visibility of police, we still believe that we are foreigners; we still believe that the
police can prioritize citizens over locals like what happened in the past when the police were
themselves accomplices. 109
In sum, this discussion illustrates that violence against foreign nationals in Isipingo is not only a visible
symptom of lack of social cohesion but also an additional obstacle to social cohesion as it causes
irreparable, or at least long lasting, social damage in terms of undermining any chances of future peaceful
cohabitation and interactions between locals and foreign nationals.
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4. CONCLUSIONS: SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
Isipingo hosts a highly heterogeneous population with great ethnic, national, religious, and linguistic
diversity. It is an area with significant socio-economic opportunities but also challenges. This research finds
the following obstacles to inclusivity and symptoms of frail social cohesion in the area:
1. Negative perceptions and attitudes towards outsiders: Local residents generally hold strong
negative perceptions and attitudes towards outsiders, particularly foreign nationals living in the
area. Local residents blame foreign nationals for most of the socio-economic ills the area faces and
perceive their (foreigners’) presence as a threat to their lives and livelihood. Linking locals’ sense of
socio-economic deprivation with the presence of outsiders has profound implications for social
cohesion. Indeed, whether informed by myth or reality, these perceptions evidently strain social
relations and are therefore not only an obstacle to social cohesion but also, one of the main drivers
of outsider violent exclusion the area has repeatedly experienced.
2. Limited social interactions: Foreign nationals in Isipingo regularly interact with local neighbours in
different contexts and for different reasons particularly through business transactions and
intermarriages. However, they indicated that interactions with the wider community are limited.
Even those interactions with local neighbours are not necessarily satisfying because they are
riddled with mutual suspicion, misconceptions and distrust.
3. Lack of trust in local authorities and community leadership: There is a general lack of community
trust in local authorities and community leadership structures. Communities generally do not trust
local leadership. This is most pronounced regarding ward councillors and committees who are
credited with poor service delivery. The police are similarly disliked due to their perceived inability
to control crime. As noted below, this lack of trust is a significant obstacle to social cohesion and
initiatives to promote it.
4. Lack of peaceful conflict resolution mechanisms: The general lack of trust mentioned above results
in –and is in turn reinforced by- residents’ pervasive belief that the local authority and community
leadership structures do not have the capacity to effectively resolve individual and/or group
conflicts in the area. And this explains why communities often prefer using mob justice and violent
protests as alternative conflict resolution mechanisms. Perhaps more worrying is that some
community leaders, ostensibly custodians of the law, are also involved. Links between mob justice
(as a perceived effective means of resolving conflict, particularly dealing with crime) and antioutsider violence are not difficult to make given how frequently outsiders are associated with
criminality and considered a serious threat to locals’ lives and livelihoods. The lack of formal, nonviolent conflict resolution mechanisms remains a serious obstacle to fostering social cohesion and
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the mediation of the social tensions inherent to human societies.
5. Group conflicts and violence: The area has an extended history of group-based conflict and
violence. These are notably characterised by political violence, ethnic tensions, and xenophobic
violence targeting foreign nationals. Political violence has become endemic and regularly results in
the killing of local political leaders and/or political candidates. Many residents predict that these
inter- and intra-party conflicts and killings will continue if the social contract remains weak as
political party competition intensifies.
6. Xenophobic violence: Collective or communal violence against ‘outsiders’ is probably the most
visible and brutal symptom of lack of social cohesion in Isipingo. The main drivers of the violence
there include: i) locals’ perceptions of socio-economic deprivation linked with outsiders’ presence,
ii) fierce competition over limited resources and opportunities and related locals’ sense of
entitlement to the space and resources held within and iii) a lack of trusted and peaceful conflict
resolutions mechanisms as indicated above. As this study shows, this type of violence is not only an
indicator of social fault lines but also an additional threat or obstacle to social cohesion as it causes
irreparable, or at least long lasting, social damage in terms of undermining any chances of future
peaceful cohabitation and interactions between locals and outsiders. Due to repeated violent
attacks, locals and foreigners in Isipingo do not envisage peaceful cohabitation or cooperative
socio-economic interactions, at least not in the foreseeable future. Foreigners live in fear that
violence can erupt again anytime and suspect that their neighbours will turn against them again as
they have in the recent past. Attacks on foreign nationals in Isipingo are indeed likely to be
repeated because there are no concrete preventive measures or interventions in place.
The issues described above are simultaneously threats to social cohesion and symptoms of its frailty. They
are mutually reinforcing and feed off each other in symbiotic ways that make the task of addressing them
all the more difficult. Effective interventions must consider and tackle this full suite of factors.
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